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Abstract—Though being widely used in industrial and logistic
applications, current passive RFID technology still has a fundam ental lim itation: Individual users, who do not carry any reader,
are difficult to interact with tagged item s, such as retrieving
their digital profiles and requesting certain association with them.
Recent proposals to improve user-item interaction experience rely
on special hardware such as smartphone based RFID scanner.
This work presents a promising approach to allow each user
to interact with tagged item using only one passive tag, which
is named Tag M utual Identification Interface (TagMii). TagMii
requires a user to put her user tag in a physical proximity
with an item tag to express certain interactions between the
user and item . The key idea behind TagMii is to utilize two
experim ental observations: 1) inductive coupling for detecting
interaction events, and 2) channel sim ilarity for determining the
actual interacting tags. We implement TagMii using commodity
off-the-shelf RFID devices and conduct experim ents in complex
environments with rich m ultipath, m obility, wireless signals,
electrical devices, and m agnetic fields. The results show that
TagMii provides accurate m utual identification. TagMii is a
com pletely new approach for user-item interactions in pervasive
environments and enables many user-friendly IoT applications
with low cost and convenience.

I. In t r o d u c t io n
The Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) technology,
widely considered as a cheap, energy-efficient, and scalability
solution of the Internet of Things (IoT), has been deployed for
ubiquitous applications, such as retailing, warehouse, trans
portation, and manufactures. The basic functions of RFID
that have been extensively studied including: 1) Collect the
identity information of tagged items or users in a target area
[9]; 2) Count or estimate the population of items/users [14],
[26], [46]; 3) Advanced sensing tasks that explore the physical
signal features of RFID, such as localization and tracking [11],
[12], [20], [23], [24], [27], [28], [32], [41], [43], [45], and
human activity sensing [8], [10], [30], [42],
However, current passive RFID applications are mainly
restricted to industrial and logistic areas, due to an funda
mental limitation-, an individual user is difficult to interact
with tagged items or other tagged users, if she carries no
reader. The interactions with tagged items may include 1)
collecting certain information from the digital profile behind a
tag, such as the item name, price (for merchandise), packing
location and time (for packages); 2) requesting the backend
system to connect the user profile with the item profile and
conduct certain processing, such as charging this item to the

user account. Hence passive RFID is seldom used in consumer
applications.
Recent efforts have been made to improve the consumerexperience of interacting with passive tags, such as small read
er [2], smart-phone based RFID scanner [1], and reading tags
through the smartphone WiFi interface [3]. Also smartphones
may have NFC interfaces. However these methods still require
non-trivial hardware carried by the users - a smartphone at a
minimum. As a result, children, some seniors, people with
certain disabilities, and other people who are not familiar of
operating smartphones cannot utilize these methods.
This work provides an extremely low-cost and convenient
solution for user-tag interaction by answering this questions:
Can a user initiate the interaction with tagged items with
nothing but a single passive tag? The proposed solution is
called TagMii (Tag Mutual Identification Interface). TagMii
allows two tags ‘read’ each other: If two tags are placed
in a close physical proximity, the reader can identify these
interacting tags among many other tags in the environment.
The two tags can be the identifiers of a user and an item, or
two users. We present a number of IoT applications that can
utilize TagMii to perform simple yet important tasks, which
was difficult to achieve in existing RFID systems:
Application 1. A museum displays a collection of artworks.
A tag is placed on the wall next to each artwork. Each user
wears a set of wireless headphones. If a user wants to listen
to the commentary of an artwork, she puts her user tag close
to the tag of the artwork. The backend system then sends
the recorded commentary to her headphones in the preferred
language according to the user profile.
Application 2. In a cashier-free retail store, a tag is attached
to each type of items. When a user puts her user tag close to an
item tag, she can hear the item price, description, and reviews
from her headphones. She may repeat this operation to request
the backend system to put the item in her virtual shopping cart,
which can be later charged by warehouse workers.
Application 3. In a smart home, each appliance can be
controlled by interacting one or more tags next to it. TagMii
allows the backend system to verify the identity of the user
tag. For example, the thermostat can only be controlled by
family members.
Application 4. In a conference, two attendees chatting
during a coffee break may put their user tags together. An app
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Fig. 1. Two applications of TagMii

running in the backend system will automatically exchange
their digital profile (e-business card) and record the time and
location. After the conference, the collected digital profiles
will be emailed to the user and she can easily review the
profiles from the attendees who she has chatted to.
Some existing technologies may also be able to accomplish
the tasks in the above applications. For example, a customer
can use her smartphone to scan the barcode or QR code
[22] attached to the items to retrieve the item information
and/or request the payment. Some mobile apps support e
business card exchange. Compared to these solutions, the
key advantage of TagMii is that it is smartphone-free and
hence very convenient for children, some seniors, people
with certain disabilities, and others who do not operate
smartphones. Other advantages of TagMii include: 1) Easy to
carry. The user tag can be attached to a conference badge (or
museum badge, shopping badge in a similar design).2) Fast
interaction. Using smartphones for code scanning or profile
exchange usually takes half a minute.TagMii may only take
10 seconds. Such speed advantage is especially important in
busy situations like conference breaks. 3) TagMii does not
require light conditions compared to code scanning, suitable
for museums and warehouses. 4) System manager can easily
obtain the useful information monitored by the backend, such
as the popular goods, shopping habits of users, and preference
of artworks by users with different ages and regions.One might
notice that TagMii still requires a reader placed in each room.
However this method is scalable: one reader per room can
monitor multiple user tags and item tags.
The design of TagMii is based on two important ideas:
inductive coupling and phase profile similarity. We observed
from experiments that when two tags are placed in physical
proximity (e.g., < 2cm), the backscatter signal from either tag
would be different from the signal by putting the tag alone,
called the inductive coupling state. A sudden change of the
backscatter signal strength from both tags will occur at the
beginning of inductive coupling. TagMii tracks such signal
strength change to find out the potential tags that may be in the
coupling state, among all tags in the environment. In addition,
to further select the pair of tags that are truly in the coupling
state, we utilize the tags’ phase profiles collected by multiple
antennas based on the fact that nearby RFID tags experience a
similar multipath environments and thus exhibit similar phase

profiles. By evaluating the similarities between phase profile
of potential coupling tags, TagMii can accurately identify the
tags placed together and therefore recognize the user and the
target item that is interacting with her.
In this work, we address and resolve three main challenges
in design and implementation of TagMii. 1) We design ac
curate tag coupling detection algorithm for complex environments with rich multipath, mobility, wireless signals,
electrical devices, and magnetic fields. 2) TagMii should
identify the coupling tags in a short time even though there are
a large number of tags in the environment. 3) TagMii should
be able to extract sufficient information from signal dynamics
using commodity RFID readers, which have low measurement
resolution.
We implement TagMii using commodity off-the-shelf (COT
S) RFID devices only. Although we are the first to study
mutual identification (interacting a tag with another tag), we
do not conduct our study in a laboratory condition that is
free of multipath reflectors and moving objects. In fact, all
implementation and experiments are conducted in various
complex environments with rich multipath, mobility, wireless
signals, electrical devices, and magnetic fields, in order to valid
TagMii for practical applications. Even in these environments,
TagMii provides high accuracy. We believe TagMii serves as
an important extension of current RFID applications and tag
mutual identification will attract further research due to its
low-cost and convenience to enable consumer experience of
interacting with tagged items.
The remaining paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the related work. Section HI introduces the back
ground and models. We present the detailed design of TagMii
in Section IV. We show the system implementation and
evaluation results in Section V. We provide some discussion
in Section VI and conclude this work in Section VII.

II. Re l a t e d Wo r k
User-item interaction: Automatic identification and data
capture (AIDC) techniques like barcodes [34] and quick re
sponse (QR) codes [15] provide fast, easy and accurate data
collection approaches for inventory control, product manage
ment [35]. A barcode or QR code requires to be read by
a scanner or camera. Different from them, RFID does not
require such line-of-sight scanning as RF signals can penetrate
through non-metal objects [22], RFID sensing techniques have
been widely used for detecting the gesture-based inputs [4],
[40]. IDSense [17] recognizes the physical movements and
touch events of everyday objects using real-time classification
of the RSSI and phase angles with only one reader, however,
it requires training and calibration and is insufficiently precise.
PaperlD [16] is a similar work that uses supervised machine
learning to detect different types of on-tag and free-air inter
actions with custom-designed RFID tags. And Pradhan et al.
[25] show how changes in the received signal phase caused
by touching on RFID tag can be leveraged to detect the finger
swipe or touch gesture without any pre-training stage. There
also exists a research direction trying to solve the issue that
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Fig. 2. Model of two coupling tags

users have to use RFID readers to query tags, and thus,cannot
benefit from the convenience provided by their mobile devices.
TiFi [3] allows a 2.4 GHz WiFi receiver to identify 800 MHz
UHF RFID tags. Other related techniques include small RFID
reader [2] and smart-phone based RFID scanner [1], Compared
with these works, TagMii only requires each user to carry a
tag and/or other necessary feedback devices of the application
(such as headphones in the museum commentary case).
RFID Localization: Using RFID for Localization is a
possible research direction for TagMii, considering any two
tags in very close positions are interacting tags. Early RFIDbased localization methods mainly rely on RSSI information
to acquire tag location. They usually rely on densely pre
deploying tags in the area of monitoring and leverage the pre
collected RSSI values of these tags as references to locate
a specific tag [5], [21], [45]. The major limitation of RSSIbased methods is that they are highly sensitive to multi
path propagation, and thus can not achieve high-accuracy
localization in multi-path environment. Meanwhile, there is
a growing interest in using phase differences [13], [20], [29],
[40] or Angle of Arrival(AoA) information [12] to estimate
absolute locations of tags. [Localization using advanced elec
tromagnetism and communication techniques like synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) [39] or multiple antennas [41] have also
been studied. However, simply adopting the existing RFID tag
localization protocols [12], [20], [39], [41] to localize all tags
in TagMii will not work, as existing tag localization methods
using commodity readers are not able to achieve location errors
< 10cm [20], [41], Hence it is likely that two tags within 10
20cm distance are localized to a same position. These tags are
not necessarily the user tag and item tag that are interacting.
III.
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A. Problem specification
TagMii targets on making convenient user-item interaction
using RFID tags. In TagMii, we employ two types of tags, the
first type are called user tags and the other are item tags. Each
user registered to TagMii holds a user tag, and each item (or
each type of items) in the application is labeled by an item
tag. When a user wants to interact an item, she puts her user
tag in a close distance (< 2cm) to the corresponding item tag.
TagMii can be completely implemented with COTS RFID
devices. It requires no modification on current RFID tag or
reader hardware. It is implemented as a software program on
the backend server connected to the reader, which stores the

Tim e (s)
Fig. 4. Signal strength change of two coupling tags

profile information of all users and tags that could appear in the
system. TagMii analyzes the physical-layer signals collected
by the reader antennas from all tags in the environments and
determines the interacting ones.
B. Basic ideas
TagMii is based on two important facts and observations
from practical RFID communication: inductive coupling and
channel similarity. If two tags are put in a physical proximity,
they will interfere with each other and cause changes on
their backscatter signals. This phenomenon is called inductive
coupling [7] [6]. Our key innovative idea is to use the
occurrence of the coupling phenomenon as an indicator
of user-tag interaction, which can be detected by analyzing
the signals collected by the reader. One additional challenge
is that, when users are moving their bodies to ’scan’ the item
tags using their user tags, the body movement may cause signal
changes on other tags in the environments that are not involved
in this interaction. By monitoring the signal variations, we
can find out a list of tags called candidate tags that may
be coupling with the user tag. To figure out which candidate
tag is indeed the target tag that is being read by the user,
TagMii further uses the channel similarity between the user tag
and those candidate tags. Channel similarity is based on the
observation that two coupling tags will show high similarity on
their received phase information. In fact, the wireless channel
is determined by a series of factors, including tags’ locations,
outside environment, and moving objects. Only the target tag,
which actually has a close distance with the user tag will
experience similar communication channels and shows high
similarity on their received signal phases.
C. Inductive coupling
In the environment, we may have dozens of or even
hundreds of tags that represent different items and people.
Each of them may be the one that the user is interacting.
It is extremely time-consuming and compute-intensive for our
system to compare all the tags’ signals with that of the user tag.
Fortunately, we observe that when the user tag is close to the
item tag, there is a sudden decrease on both of their received
signal strength (RSS) [36] . We specify this phenomenon with
both theoretical model and practical experiments.
In theory, a passive RFID tag can be modeled as a circular
loop. If there is no user tag, for each item tag T*, a steady
current 7* will be induced by the electronic waves send by the
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RFID reader. After transmitting in the wireless channel, which
has a channel parameter of ht<^R, the received signal strength
R S S i of the tag T* should be:

RSSi = ht^ R ■10 ■Zo5io(1000 ■Pi),

(1)

where Pi is the power of tag T* and U is the voltage only
related to the reader’s signals:
Pi = h - U.

(2)

However, when a user tag is placed close enough (Fig. 3),
i.e., 2cm away from the item tag, the RSSes of the two tags
will significantly change. As shown in Fig. 2, the user tag
and the item tag can be modeled as two circular loops, whose
radius vectors are 7*. Let vector
denotes the directional
vector from the center of item tag’s circular to that of the user
tag. Once the RFID reader sends an electronic signal, it will
induce a steady current of R to tag T*. The steady current will
generate a magnetic field around it. The mutual inductance M
between item tag T* and the user tag Tu can be calculated by:

Due to the influence of the magnetic field, the current Iu in
tag Tu changes to I'u:

By observing the sharp and simultaneous decreases of their
RSSes, TagMii can find out a few candidate tags, whose
population is much smaller than the entire set of tags. Then
finding the actually coupling tags from the candidate tags is
much easier and time-efficient. In Section IV, we will specify
the detailed algorithm to select the candidate tags.
D. Charnel similarity
In fact, only observing the decrease of the RSS can help
to select the candidate tags but may not exactly figure out
the actual coupling tags. That is because the RSSes of the
other tags will also be influenced by the user movement and
environmental dynamics. If a moving object blocks the lineof-sight (LOS) propagation path between a tag and the reader
antenna, the tag’s RSS will also experience a decrease. In
addition, if multiple users are using their user tags to scan
different item tags, all of the involving tags will fall in the
coupling state with RSS decrease. To resolve this problem,
we further compare the phase data of the candidate tags. The
basic idea behind this is based on the channel similarity of
two tags in a physical proximity.
Actually, besides the phase changes over distance, the
measured phase 6ij of tag T* at antenna A j also contains
the initial phase of the tag and the antenna, i.e., 0Ti and 6a } ,
respectively. We can represent % as follows:
9 ij =

where Ru is the resistance of user tag Tu. Observing Eq. 4 and
3, we find that both the resistance R u and mutual inductance
M are positive values. In other words, we have a conclusion
that:
I'u < In
(5)
The situation is similar for the item tag T*, i.e. / ' < R. In
other words, for a stable channel, the received signal strength
R S S i and R S S U for these two tags will decrease due to the
inductive coupling.
We also conduct a set of experiments to verify the modelling
results. We first put one tag Tu in Fig. 3 with a distance of 2cm
from a static tag Tt . After keeping the two tags stable for two
seconds, we take away tag Tu. The signals of the two tags are
shown in Fig. 4. Obviously, due to inductive coupling, both
tags experience significant decreases on their RSSes when they
are putting together. During the coupling their RSSes keep a
lower values than those before and after.

{Odtj + 0 m ij + &T i + Oa j

)

mod 2t r,

(6)

where 0dtj is the phase changes over distance and 0mij
represents the phase changes introduced by the multi-path
effects. As we know, the tag’s phase changes over distance
can be calculated as :
^ = 2 7 r(^ -)

mod (2t t ),

(7)

where dij is the LOS distance between tag T* and antenna A j.
Observing Eq. 6, we find that the received phase is not only
determined by the distance and the outside environment, but
also impacted by device diversity. Even if two different tags
are very close with each other, i.e., have similar 0d and 0m ,
their measured phases are high likely to be different with each
other. To deal with the errors introduced by device diversities,
we employ multiple antennas in our system (Fig.5). The main
idea is that even though different tags have ambiguous and
diverse initial phases, such difference can be cancelled using
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Fig. 7. RSS profile of user tag for two interactions

Fig. 6. System Overview

the measurement from two antennas. We calculate difference
of the phases of tag T* that collected at antennas A \ and A 2:
—

O il — 0i2

—

(8d ii — 0di2 )

+

(# 7 7 1 * 1 — # 7 71*2 ) +

(# A i —

0 a 2)

( 8)

In this way, the tag diversity can be cancelled. For a user tag Tu
and an item tag T* that are very close to each other, their LOS
path are very similar (the path difference is much less than the
LOS propagation path), i.e., 6duj « 6dij. Existing work [37]
demonstrates that the channel conditions are extremely similar
for two tags in physical proximity. Hence we may use the
similarity among the phase changes to infer the two coupling
tags, i.e., 6muj « 0m ij. The antenna difference (0Al - 0a 2)
is a constant for all the tags. As a result, the phase difference
A8i of the target item tag should be close to that of the user
tag, i.e., A 0U. On the other hand, other candidate tags, though
have a decrease on their RSSes, are likely to have different
LOS distances and multipath effects with the user tag, and
hence their phase difference A Oi would have a much larger
gap with that of the user tag, namely A 0U. By comparing
the phase differences, we can further determine the target tag
among all candidate tags. In Section IV, we will specify more
details of the algorithm to determine the coupling tags.
IV . S y

st e m

De

s ig n

The TagMii program has four modules, namely tag interac
tion detection, signal preprocessing, candidate tag selection
and target tag determination, which are illustrated in Fig.
6. Tag interaction detection determines the begin and end
time for an interaction action performed by user. The signal
preprocessing module performs RSS profile smoothing and
phase de-periodicity over the received signal. Then TagMii
selects candidate tags by detecting the RSS decreases and
finally determines the interacting tags among all the candidate
tags by comparing the phase profiles.
A. Detect the action o f interaction
When a user holds up the user tag to place it together with
a target item tag, the hand movement will result in an abrupt
change in the RSS of user tag (shown in Fig.7(a)). TagMii also
requests that the user waves the user tag slightly in purpose
to make this signal change more obviously if the user wants
to improve the detection accuracy. TagMii can leverages these
time points with RSS discontinuity to locate the starting and
finishing time for tag interaction. TagMii uses a threshold

Time (s)

Fig. 8. RSS signal noise elmination

Time (s)

Fig. 9. Phase signal de-periodicity

Rh to detect interaction events:if the RSS difference between
current and following signal points is larger than Rh, then
the timestamp of this signal point is considered as potential
starting/finishing time for tag interaction.
After locating these time points, TagMii can leverage the
aforementioned inductive coupling phenomenon to determine
whether the current moment is the starting time for tag
interaction. If the user does begin to interact an item tag, then
the RSS will experience a significant decrease.
B. Signal Preprocessing
Before feeding the received data into the TagMii algorithms,
preprocessing is necessary for a better performance. As shown
in Fig. 6,there are three steps in the signal preprocessing
module, namely RSS profile smoothing, phase de-periodicity,
and RSS and phase profile interpolation.
RSS profile smoothing: We require TagMii to use com
mercial RFID devices, which have low resolution on the
RSS measurement compared to advanced devices such as
the software defined radio. The minimum RSS resolution is
0.5dB by using the ImpinJ R420 reader [1], which is far
from sufficient for accurately capturing necessary tag signal
changes. As shown in Fig. 8, the raw RSS profile (blue line)
is fluctuate and noisy, which is error-prone for the following
signal processing. To address this problem, we first smooth the
raw RSS profile by employing a low-pass filter. Keep in mind
that the RSS variations introduced by inductive coupling has a
much lower frequency compared to the Gaussian white noise
produced by electronic devices, we choose an appropriate lowpass filter and the performance are shown as the red dot line in
Fig. 8. Obviously, it removes a lot of fluctuations and make the
signal trend more clear. However, the low-pass filter may also
obscure the exact change time point of the raw RSS profile. So
in the candidate tag selection, we propose to employ a small
window to locate the RSS change point.
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Phase de-periodicity: The raw phase data is a periodic
value ranging from 0 to 27t , which will change gradually.
However we may observe that the raw phase data show sharp
decreases or increases. We named this phenomenon as ‘faked
changes’. Due to the movement caused by human beings or
other objects, the phases may vary all the time. We should tell
the difference between the faked changes from the true phase
changes, and only remove the former one. We propose to find
the fake changes that are sharp and the true changes that are
more gradual, among the sampling data. To recognize the fake
changes, we add or subtract an additional 27t to the following
received phases, i.e. :
6{t + 1 ) - 6{t) > (2 - eg)
{
6(t+ l)-6(t)< (ee -2)(9)
where 0(t + l , t e) represents the phase values from time point
t + 1 to the end time point t e. eg is an experimentally-chosen
threshold. The performance of phase de-periodicity can be
found in Fig. 9, which shows that TagMii can successfully
remove the fake changes from the received phase data.
RSS and Phase signal interpolation: According to the
ALOHA-based RFID protocol [33], the sample rate for each
tag could be highly different. For simply comparing their
RSS and phase profiles, we adopt a cubic spline interpolation
method to re-sample the RSS and phase sequence with a
uniform sampling rate. After this step, TagMii obtains the
same number of samples for the tags that are under comparison
in a given time period.
B(

1

Backend
Database

As mentioned in Section m -C , we observe that when
the user puts her user tag close to an item tag, both tags
will show a significant decreases on their RSS profiles. The
coupling user tag can be detected using the method presented
in Section IV-A. Here to present the method to select the
candidate tags that might be coupling with the user tag. If
there are multiple user tags that are detected to have coupling,
TagMii computes a set of candidates for every user tag using
the same method.
The main idea of the tag selection algorithm is to locate
every change points in the RSS profile of each item tag and
user tag. Since TagMii has obtained the moment when the user
tag starts to be in coupling in Section IV-A, if an item tag has
experienced a significant RSS change at a similar time as the
user tag, we will add this item tag into the candidate tag set
S u of the user tag Tu.
Due to the poor resolution of RSS measurement collected
be a COTS reader, locating the exact change point of the
smoothed RSS profile is error-prone. In addition, the changing
time points for the user tag and the item tag may not align
perfectly. To make our algorithm more tolerant to the practical
cases, we adopt a sliding window whose size is T and step
is A t. If there is a significant change occurs in the sliding
window, we will record the start time of the current window
as the changing time point.

A ntenna 2

Fig. 10. Setup of an example
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C. Candidate Tags Selection
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Fig. 11. RSS profiles of item tags and user tag acquired by 2 antennas

However, as aforementioned, many other factors, such as
blocking LOS by moving objects, can also introduce an RSS
changes. Only one tag in the candidate set is the correct cou
pling tag. To reduce the number of candidate tags we choose in
mistake, we consider the RSS changes of both antennas. That
is inspired by a simple but effective idea, the RSS changes
effected by the inductive coupling are simultaneously captured
by the two antennas. While for the tags that blocked by moving
objects, the RSS decreases may not be observed by both
antennas - in most cases, the moving objects will not block
the LOS from all antennas. Hence we only consider the tags
that have significant and simultaneous RSS changes in both
antennas and select them as the candidate tags.
Fig. 10 shows an example demonstrating the feasibility of
multi-antenna solution. In this example, a 3 x 3 tag array
(namely tag 01-09) is attached on the wall in an office.
The distance between each tag and its neighbor is 40cm. A
volunteer is asked to browse the tag array and use the user
tag Tu to scan the item T2 he’s interested in at about 4-th
second. The scanning behavior will last for about 5s till the
user leaves away. During the whole process, RSS profile of
each tag-antenna link is collected to explore their temporal
dynamics. Fig. 11 plots the some of the RSS measurements
in this study. In accordance with our analysis, during the first
10 seconds, the RSS profiles of some tags (Ti) maintain in a
relatively stable level, while the RSS trends of X2, X3 changes
significantly, indicating that the user appoarches the items and
impacts these tags’s LOS paths sequentially.
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D. Coupling Tag Determination
From Section IH-B we know that for tag i in the TagMii
system, its phase profile at antenna j can be modeled as
Eq. 6. If we compare the phase profiles for tag i received at
multiple antennas (antennas A \ and A 2 in our example), we
can eliminate the phase shift introduced by the tag hardware
or environment.
Based on Eq. 8, if tag i and j are located in a physical
proximity, they should have similar values between 6 ^ —0di2
and 6dj l- 0 dj2, 0m il- 0 mi2 and 9m j l - 0 mj2, as well as 0mil 0mi2 and 6mjl — 0mj2. Hence for samples at any time point
A 6i should be a small value. We define the phase difference
profile Di as a vector where each element is A 6i{T) at time
T. During the coupling state, Di and Dj for two tags i and
j should be similar. We define an effective distance metric
D ist(D i, D u) as the Euclidean distance between Di and D j
to evaluate their similarity.
The coupling tag determination algorithm first computes the
phase difference profile Di for each tag i. TagMii measures
the similarities between profiles over a time window with fixed
size T.The choice of T determines the latency and processing
overhead of computation. Once TagMii has determined the
set of candidate tags S c, it immediately begins measuring
the similarities between phase difference profiles over these
candidate tags and user tag.
TagMii first gets current phase difference profiles
D 1, D 2...D n for n candidate tags, where D l is tag i ’s phase
difference profile in time interval ( t , t + T ) . After interpolation
in Section IV-B, these n vectors should have equal length,
which we denote as L.
TagMii then calculates the Euclidean distance between
the phase difference profile vectors of user tag u and each
candidate item tag i,

will be assigned with 1 and the second one with 2 and so on.
Hence, each element (i,t) in V represents the tag i ’s result
in the top M list at t-th segment ( V( i, t ) = 0 if i is not in
the list). For example, if the element V (3 ,2) is 1, it indicates
that tag 3’s has the highest similarity with the user tag in 2-th
profile segment.
After finding the candidate tag that minimizes the distance,
we can obtain an array V for all Ti segments. Our goal is to
determine the tag with the most occurrences of 1 in V , which
is most likely the one coupling with the user tag.
In the example shown in Fig. 10, the user is interaction with
Tag 2 among all nine item tags. The RSS profiles of the tags
around Tag 2 as well as the user tag are shown in Fig. 11.
After candidate tag selection, three tags are selected as the
candidate tags, namely Tags 2, 3, and 5. The phase different
profiles of three candidate tags and the user tag are shown in
Fig. 12. Although all three candidate tags have signal changes
caused by the user movement, TagMii is still able to select
Tag 2 as the interacting tag by analyzing the phase profile.

V. Im pl e m e n t a t io n a n d Ev a l u a t io n
A. Prototype Implementation
We build a TagMii prototype based on COTS UHF RIFD
devices: an ImpinJ Speedway modeled R420 RFID reader,
two Laird S9028-PCL directional antennas, and three models
of tags: ALN-9740, ImpinJ E41C/B, and Alien 964X. We
observed inductive coupling for all models of tags. Even if
two tags are in different models, inductive coupling still occurs
and can be recognized by TagMii. In fact, as long as one
model of tags work, TagMii can be successfully implemented
and used. We only show the results of using ImpinJ E41C/B.
Each item for evaluation is attached with an ImpinJ E41C/B
tag. We deploy the reader antennas in a distance about 2m
away from the tag array. Note one reader may connect to
multiple antennas and the antennas are not necessarily at the
same location of the reader - depending on the length of
the cable. Hence one reader is sufficient to cover a large
indoor area. The transmission gain and receiving gain are
both 25dB. The prototype is compatible to the standard EPC
Class 1 Generation 2 protocols(ClG2). We run the software
components of TagMii at a Dell desktop, equipped with Intel
Core i7-7700 CPU at 3.6GHz and 16G memory.
B. Evaluation Methodology

U =

Z)(efc“efe)2
fc=

( 10)

i

where ejj. and e \ are the fc-th elements of the phase difference
profile D l and D u, respectively. TagMii performs calculations
between user tag u and every candidate tag, and then finds
the item tag i whose L l satisfies \Ll — L u \ < L h and records
the top M tags that has the least L l values from them,
which are most likely in the coupling state with user tag. L h
is a empirically pre-defined threshold for comparison. After
choosing the top M tags, TagMii uses a N c x T i matrix V to
records the comparison result. The one with the smallest Li

We evaluate the performance of TagMii in two complex
environments with various multipath reflectors, moving
objects, wireless signals (WiFi, LTE, and Bluetooth), electrical devices (servers, workstations, printers, refrigerator),
and magnetic fields (whiteboard): (a) an office room and (b)
a meeting room as shown in Fig. 13(a). The office environment
simulates a retail store where shelves are densely placed,
and the meeting room simulates the museum application
where artworks are placed on the wall. In office environment
we use a tag array that is with 3 rows and 5 columns as
illustrated in Fig. 13(a) to simulate the tags attached on a rack
of commodities or exhibitions, while in the meeting room we
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further exploit TagMii’s performance when tags are attached
in a line. The location of the tag array is highlighted with red
markers shown in Fig. 13(a)
To be consistent with the real implementation, the distance
between the reader antennas and the tag array is 1.5m in
office room and 3m in meeting room. Note in practice reader
antennas can be hung from the ceiling to reduce the probability
of blocking LOS signals by moving objects. Note although
in theory UHF RFID can operate in 10m distance, practical
deployments usually only allow the distance to be around 3m
or less. However we are not able to reconstruct the ceiling
to hang antennas. The distance between two adjacent tags is
initially set to be 30cm in the office room and 80cm in meeting
room, while the horizontal distance between them are both
set to be 30cm. We will show that longer distance between
adjacent tags will result in more accurate results. Consider
the application in retail stores, it will be rather time- and
cost-inefficient if each item is attached with a passive tag.
Moreover, a large tag population will degrade the sampling
rate for each tag. We may assign one item tag for each type
of items. Hence 30cm distance is a practical setting. In our
experiments, we invite 4 volunteers with heights varying from
160cm to 180cm. We let volunteer arbitrarily move in the
space and use their tags to interact with the item tags in the
environment. In the worst case, a moving volunteer may block
the LOS path of the signal between tags and the reader antenna
as shown in Fig. 13. Each user is only trained with 3 minutes
on what they should do to interact with item tags.
Every accuracy value shown in this section is the average
of 120 production experiments.

Evaluation metrics. The interaction event detection step
reports the events of interactions. We use two metrics to
evaluate the accuracy of this step: 1) Among all interaction
events performed by the users, the accuracy is defined as the
ratio of events that are successfully detected by TagMii. 2)
We also let a user carry a user tag, walk in front of the item
tag array, but do not perform any tag interaction. The false
detection rate is the number of interaction events reported,
which did not actually happen, during a given time period.
Fig. 14 shows the accuracy for the lst-time action and the
improvement of a 2nd-time action. If an interaction fails to be
detected by TagMii for the 1st time, repeating the interaction
for a 2nd time may possible success, similar to the user
experience of most input interfaces. The detection accuracy
for all 8 tags in the environment can be > 95% for two-time
actions. As discussed in Sec. IV-A, TagMii uses a pre-defined
threshold Rh to detect interaction events. We vary R h from
3dBm to 5dBm with a step of 0.2dBm and record the accuracy
change of interaction detection. As shown in Fig. 15, TagMii
achieves a best lst-time accuracy when the Rh is 4.2dBm.
Using other setups, the best-case thresholds are similar. Hence
we use this threshold value in the following experiments.
In this set of experiments, we ask four volunteers to carry
the user tags and walk in front of the tag array without inter
acting with any item tag. The false positive rate is measured
in number of false positives per minute (FPPM). We vary the
distance between the user to the tag array in four different
values from 40cm to 100cm. In each experiment we ask each
user to walk for 1.5 minutes. We repeat the experiment for four
users and two different walk speeds. The results are shown in
Table I. The values 0.17 and 0.33 are all in FPPM. Hence the
chance of false positives is very small.
D. Target Tag Determination
Evaluation metric. The accuracy /i of the target tag
determination step is defined as: ¡i — n p/ n 0, where n D is
the total number of interaction operations performed by the
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users, and np is the number of tag pairs that are correctly
determined as coupling tags among them.
Impact of threshold L^: The comparison threshold
plays a important role in judging whether a tag can be
considered as a choice in top list. Intuitively, if
is too
large, then the system may probably take many irrelative item
tags into consideration. On the contrary, a small
may
cause the miss of target item tag. We vary
from 0 to
and show the accuracy y of TagMii in Fig. 16. TagMii can
maintain an accuracy of about 88% when
= 7t /4 and this
value is consistency across different setups, hence we set the
comparison threshold to be 7r / 4.
E. Overall Performance o f TagMii
We evaluate the performance of TagMii in the static en
vironments where there is only one user interacting with the
items (Fig. 13a) and in dynamic environments where moving
people exist (Fig.l3b). The accuracy of TagMii is defined as
the ratio of correctly recognizing the two tags involved in
each interaction event. In addition, we also show the accuracy
of recognizing the tags with up to two repeated interaction
actions, if TagMii reports no result to the 1st-time action. Note
if TagMii reports a wrong result, then this experiment will be
considered failed immediately. We denote this as the accuracy
in 3 times. Also we are interested in explore if the target tag
is in the top-3 fist of candidates of TagMii, if it is not top
1. Some human-computer interaction applications support the
following function: if the system is hard to select the most
relevant target, it can show the top-3 list and let the user to
select the correct one. We denote this as the accuracy in top-3
list.
Impact of distance between item tags. We conduct the
experiments by varying the distance between the item tags
from 30cm to 60cm in the office and from 80cm to 120cm
in the meeting room. The results are shown in Fig. 18 and
Fig. 19. We find that for single user case, the accuracy of
top 1 results is higher than 75% even if dt « 30cm, a very
dense placement setup. When we increase the distance, the
accuracy of TagMii significantly increase. For distance > lm ,
the accuracy of top 1 and top 3 results are around 90% and
98% respectively.
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Accuracy with retrying. From the experiments in Fig. 18
we notice that there are two types of failures in TagMii.
One is the that TagMii reports no result and the other is
that TagMii reports a wrong result. In the no-result cases, we
further explore if one or two extra retrying will give a correct
result. We show the accuracy in 3 times in Figs. 20 and 21.
We find retrying does improves the accuracy though not in a
big margin.
Impact of different coupling gestures. We also evaluate
the performance of TagMii when the user tag is not placed
correctly. We ask the user to rotate the tag (Fig.22(b)), to move
the tag up and down (Fig. 22(c)), or to move the tag around
the item tag(Fig.22(d)). We show the corresponding accuracy
in Fig.23. All incorrect gestures will lower the accuracy, but
the accuracy is always > 50%.
Impact of user height.We ask the users with different
heights of users to conduct the experiments and examine how
user heights affect TagMii’s accuracy. The heights of the 4
volunteers fall into two categories: around 1.6m and 1.75m. As
shown in Fig. 24, TagMii works well for users with different
heights.
Impact of moving people. While conducting the experi-
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ments, we ask one extra volunteer to talk around the reader
antennas with two patterns shown in Fig. 13(b). Route A
will block the LOF signals. Route B does not but still makes
the RFID signal more complicated. Comparing Fig. 25 with
Fig. 20 and Fig. 21 with Fig. 26, we find that Route A could
possibly lower the accuracy of TagMii by 10% to 15%. Route
B provides better results as shown in Fig. 27.
Concurrent interactions. We study the case that two users
concurrently interact with their target item tags. TagMii should
be able to recognize which user tag pairs to which item tag.
The results in Fig. 28 shows the accuracy of the two users
respectively. Compared to the single-user case, the accuracy
is reduced by 10%. However it still maintains in a high level.

VI. Dis c u s s io n
The current RFID protocol uses slotted ALOHA as the
MAC layer solution. Hence tags competes the time slots to
reply to the reader. The commodity RFID readers support
a constant number of successful read operations per second
(around 400 on our device), regardless of the number of tags
with the interrogate range. When the number of tags increases,
the share of time slots of every tag decreases. We define indi
vidual reading rate (IRR) as the number of readings obtained
from a particular tag per second [18]. In order to achieve high
accuracy, the IRR of a tag should be sufficiently high, such that
its state changes can be continuously and correctly captured.
Missing RSS and phase samples will consequently reduce the
accuracy of both candidate tag selection and coupling tag
determination.
Fig. 21 shows an example in which eight items and four
users are tagged. In this set of experiments we further attach
five more tags in the environment without any other changes
on experiment settings. Consequently, the average IRR of each
tag reduces from about 40 reads/sec to fewer than 30 reads/sec.
Fig. 17 shows that lower IRR will result in obvious accuracy
decrease.
In fact, a number of recent works have attempted to explore
the possibility of improving tag reading rate. These methods
can be divided into two categories. The first group of studies
enable RFID tags to transmit in parallel in the physical layer
[38] [31]. However, this approach cannot be applied to mobile
tags because they require tags remaining the channel coeffi
cients relatively unchanged. Clearly, moving tags change their
coefficients rapidly, making physical symbol clusters in the
constellation domain difficult to distinguish. The second group
of studies attempt to design efficient anti-collision protocols

[19] [44], RFID tags respond completely to a centralized
scheduling of a reader for medium access.
We leverages several possible methods to improve the IRR,
including
• Decrease EPC length. Shorter packet durations (i.e.,
shorter measurement intervals) can increase the individual
reading rate. One approach is to decrease the Electronic
Product Code (EPC) length. Following the commercial
EPC C1G2 standard, the length of EPC code can be set
to 8-bit at a minimum [9]. We may adopt this length in
our implementation.
• Adopt FM0 reader inventory mode. As another approach
to decrease packet lengths, the reader may use faster
reader inventory mode (i.e., FM0 mode) to speed up the
communication rate [ 10].
• Utilize PHY-layer filtering. The PHY-layer filtering fea
ture is supported by the RFID Class 1 Generation 2
(C1G2) protocol, which allows the reader to read only
a subsection of the tags [18].
VII. Co n c l u s io n
TagMii is a new approach to enable user-item interactions
using passive RFID tags. Compared to other solutions that
require a user to carry non-trivial hardware, TagMii only
requires every user to carry a passive tag. The reader deployed
in the environment monitors the interaction events and pair the
user tag and the corresponding item tag. The key advantage
of TagMii is that it is cost-efficient and especially convenient
for children, some seniors, people with certain disabilities, and
others who do not operate smartphones. We evaluate TagMii in
complex environments with rich multipath, mobility, wireless
signals, and magnetic fields and find TagMii to be accurate in
recognizing user-item interactions in various setups. TagMii
is the first step of tag mutual identification and it will attract
further research on improving its accuracy and designing new
applications based this idea.
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